




















THE LAST CENTURION:  CONVAIR�S F-106 DELTA DART
BY E. L. MOTLEY

Classically sleek and blazingly fast, the Convair F-106 Delta Dart has been called the 
most beautiful fighter plane ever built.  For 30 years, the �Six� guarded North American airspace 
as the U.S. Air Force�s last purpose-built interceptor.  As the final �Century� fighter to go into 
production, the F-106 was the sharp end of the air defense network covering the U.S. and 
Canada.  

Intended to be the follow on fighter to Convair�s F-102 Delta Dagger, the F-106�s 
development was slowed by chronic problems with the F-102�s aerodynamics and performance.  
There were also problems with the F-106�s Pratt & Whitney J-75 engine and the extremely 
advanced Hughes MA-1 fire control system.  In addition, the Air Force also wanted the McDonnell 
F-101 Voodoo, which meant that two major interceptor projects were going on simultaneously.  
Two years behind schedule, the first F-106 flew December 26, 1956.  Delivery to USAF squadrons 
began in May, 1959, but for a number of reasons, including a series of revisions to the plane�s 
state of the art avionics, the F-106 was not in full service until 1962. 

The production F-106A soon proved itself to be the West�s finest all-weather 
interceptor.  Capable of more than 1,500 mph at a service ceiling of 57,000 feet, the �Six�s� large 
internal weapons bay carried four Falcon air-to-air missiles and a Genie unguided rocket tipped 
with a 1.5 kiloton nuclear warhead.  The Genie was designed to take out an entire formation of 
Soviet Bear or Badger bombers.  By the mid-1960�s, the �Six� equipped 14 USAF squadrons.  In 
addition to 277 F-106A�s, Convair built 63 two-seat F-106B trainers.  All were built at Convair�s 
San Diego plant.

Unlike its predecessor, the F-102, the F-106 had no export orders.  Convair proposed 
a special fighter-bomber version of the �Six� for Japan and West Germany, but nothing came of it.  
After cancelling the outstanding CF-105 Arrow in 1959, Canada briefly considered the F-106, but 
bought F-101B Voodoos instead.  Convair even pitched a carrier-based version of the F-106, but 
the Navy wanted McDonnell�s then-new Phantom and Vought�s Crusader.   When the Pentagon 
sought a next generation interceptor, Convair proposed the F-106X with canard wings, large 
rectangular intakes and many upgrades.  Lockheed�s YF-12 was far more advanced and capable.  
Having dumped millions into the XB-70 and TFX (F-111) programs, the Defense Department 
dropped the interceptor project.  The YF-12 went on to become the incredible SR-71 Blackbird 
reconnaissance aircraft.  

F-106A 51-0240, 119 FIS Atlantic City, NJ.  Pilot: Lt. 
Col. Raymond Neimotka intercepting Soviet Tu-95 

"Bear" over North Atlantic. No date.
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THE LAST CENTURION: CONVAIR'S F-106A "DELTA DART"
Although no F-106�s were built after 1960, the fleet was steadily upgraded.  Along with 

supersonic drop tanks to extend the �Six�s� range, in-flight refueling systems were installed in 
1967.  Ongoing improvements to the radar, fire control, communications and navigation systems 
kept the F-106 an effective warplane through the 1970�s.  A retractable infra-red seeker was 
installed just ahead of the windscreen. Late 1960�s testing showed that the F-106 had a 
surprisingly good dogfighting capability.  Starting in 1972, installation of a clear bubble canopy 
vastly improved the pilot�s visibility.  The withdrawal of the Genie missile permitted a 20 mm 
Vulcan cannon pod to be installed in the weapons bay.  Redesigning the bay�s doors allowed firing 
the gun without having to open up the weapons bay.

The F-106 saw few overseas deployments.  None were sent to Vietnam.  There is a 
continuing story that one F-106A was given Southeast Asia camouflage, but nothing confirms it 
and there are no photos of that plane.  During the USS Pueblo crisis in 1968, some F-106�s were 
rushed to South Korea.  That deployment lasted until May, 1970.  Other than South Korea and 
rare excursions to Europe and Iceland, the F-106 served stateside.

Starting in 1972, F-106�s were transferred to Air National Guard (ANG) units.  
Ultimately, the �Six� would fly with ANG squadrons in California, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Montana, Florida and New Jersey.  As F-15 Eagles and F-16 Fighting Falcons began rolling off 
the assembly lines, F-106�s were increasingly retired from both frontline USAF and ANG 
squadrons.  The first F-106A went to Arizona�s desert �boneyard� in early 1982.  By late 1986, 193 
more had joined it.  A number of those planes would eventually see additional service (and 
ultimately destruction) as QF-106 target drones.

Other than a few chase planes and test aircraft, including some used by NASA, the 
end of the line for the F-106 came on August 1, 1988, when three F-106A�s of the 119th Fighter 
Interceptor Squadron, New Jersey ANG, took off from their Atlantic City base for the last time.  
The very first production F-106A now stands watch in Ohio at the USAF museum.

Moving on now to the �good stuff��.

Our unexpected �sheltering in place,� self-isolation, house arrest, or whatever this 
current limbo is, has given me time to return to the plastic arts.  My current project is the �vintage� 
Monogram (now Revell) 1/48 F-106A.  This kit was a raffle prize and for me, it�s one of those old 
kits that are the hobby�s equivalent of �comfort food.�  It always seems to be around, isn�t the 
newest or fanciest kit, but it doesn�t have a high parts count and doesn�t require but so much 
thinking.  And the fit is unexpectedly good.  I�m in the midst of building this 1/48 �Six� as this article 
is written.
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THE LAST CENTURION: CONVAIR'S F-106A "DELTA DART"
The Monogram 1/48 F-106A was first released in 1983.  It�s probably the best 

of Monogram�s 1980�s series of 1/48 jets.  For many years, it was the ONLY 1/48 F-106 
model.  Monogram reissued this kit with different decals in 1990.  Following Monogram�s 
merger with Revell, the kit reappeared under Revell�s label in 2000, 2004 and 2010.  

Monogram�s F-106A is as well detailed as their old 1/48 F-100D Super Sabre 
and F-4 Phantom kits, but the F-106A�s fit is much better.  Like most kits from that era, the 
panel lines are raised.  But on Monogram�s �Six,� it is thankfully underdone.  The detailing 
of the weapons bay, cockpit, wheel wells, exhaust and afterburner is outstanding even by 
today�s standards.  There are the usual mold lines and ejector pin marks, but most are in 
inconspicuous places or easy to clean up.  The clear parts are fine and include both the 
early and later canopy versions.  There is also a superbly detailed pilot figure. 

Depending upon the age or reissue of your kit, the decals can be for any of 
about six squadrons.  If the decals are yellowed or not useable, several good aftermarket 
sheets are still available.  By serendipity, knowing that one day I�d build a �Six,� I picked 
up several 1/48 F-106A decal sheets at either a show or on sale from Squadron.  I now 
have the luxury of picking from among four squadrons when it�s decaling time.

This is a model that is built from the inside out.  The cockpit tub and side 
pieces were hand painted with Model Master [MM] Acrylic Dark Gull Gray.  Instrument 
panels followed with MM Acrylic Interior Black with dials, switches, knobs, etc. picked out 
in white, silver and an occasional red, yellow or green.  Gauges and the radar scope also 
got small drops of Future.  The bang seat was hand painted and detailed.  I sent the pilot 
figure to join his brethren in the spares box�s Ready Room.

From my research, the F-106 was the last U.S. combat plane to have WWII 
style green wheel wells.  The beautifully done main and front wells were hand painted MM 
Acrylic Green Zinc Chromate later followed by Future, followed by an oil wash of Burnt 
Umber and Turpenoid to make everything pop, and later brushed over with MM Acrylic 
Semi-gloss clear.  

Like any kit, this oldie F-106A has some faults and places to be extra careful.  
The cockpit and gear wells are formed by multiple pieces that must first be painted and 
detailed separately, then assembled, and then carefully fitted into the fuselage. It gets a 
bit fiddly!  The large rear vertical stabilizer fin is integrally molded with the fuselage 
halves but isn�t joined edge to edge.  This creates a ridge and gap along the right side of 
the fin.  I minimized�but could not completely remedy it�with Tamiya White Surfacer 
Putty smoothed with rubbing alcohol and a Q-tip.  I probably should have resorted to a 
shim or thin layer of card stock underneath.  We�ll see once the primer is sprayed.

Painted Cockpit

Painted Front Wheelwell
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THE LAST CENTURION: CONVAIR'S F-106A "DELTA DART"
Other than the odd joining of the fin halves, the top fuselage�s assembly goes 

well.  Glue the front and rear ends first, then the middle.  I later ran a line of Testors 
�Window� Cement along the inside of the seam from tail to nose to reinforce the join.  
What few seam gaps remained on top were easily filled with Tamiya White Surfacer Putty 
and sanded smooth with little loss of detail.  The other problem on the fuselage top is the 
refueling receptacle. It fits poorly, but comes clean with Tamiya White Surfacer Putty and 
some careful sanding.

Although the outstandingly molded and detailed weapons bay has four Falcons 
and a Genie together with all the launching rails and hardware, I really didn�t want to go to 
all that extra work.  Also, all my references showed the �Six�s� weapons bay as closed 
unless missiles are being loaded, unloaded or the aircraft is under maintenance.  
Weapons bays otherwise stayed closed up on the tarmac and inside hangers (I discussed 
this with Col. John K., too).  One of my favorite features of this kit is that you�re given the 
option of open or shut weapons bay doors.  I used the closed doors.  

While parked, F-106�s usually had the large butterfly speed brake spread wide 
open.  That open speed brake is also nicely detailed, but for me, it spoils the jet�s sleek 
lines.  After finding a couple of photos showing some F-106�s parked with speed brakes 
closed, I had my excuse.  Since Monogram only provides an open rear speed brake, I 
modeled mine shut through careful cutting, trimming and use of Dap Plastic Wood Filler 
on the hinge seams.  Much better and still accurate!

As this is written, I�m about to insert the exhaust assembly and cement the 
wing tops and bottoms in between the top and bottom fuselage halves.  The cockpit and 
wheel wells are already glued in place.  We�ll see how it goes.  Then comes some primer 
and hoping I have enough (and still usable) MM Acrylic �Aircraft Gray� (a/k/a FS 16473 and 
also a/k/a �Air Defense Command Gray�).  As for decals, I�m leaning towards the 1970�s markings 
of the New Jersey Air National Guard.  There will probably be little or no weathering.  In both 
USAF and ANG service, F-106�s were immaculately maintained.

A final note�.  For those contest-driven modelers who want a newer, nicer (and much 
more expensive) F-106, Trumpeter has a 1/48 F-106A and also a 1/72 two seater F-106B.  The 
F-106 more than lived up to its description as �The Ultimate Interceptor.�  With its highly 
conspicuous markings (colorful rear fins and a billboard sized �US AIR FORCE� along the 
fuselage sides), the famous �Six� will make an impressive addition, regardless of kit or scale, for 
any fan of jet fighters.

Wheelwells painted WWII style "Green 
Zinc Chromate"

View of upper fuselage assembly, note the "coke  
bottle" shape that reduced drag at high speeds.
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THE LAST CENTURION: CONVAIR'S F-106A "DELTA DART"      ...E.L. Motley

Tamiya White Putty applied to fill gaps on 
and below vertical stabilizer, then carefully 

sanded to preserve details.

Interior of lower fuselage, with front 
wheelwell, weapons bay, and engine 

subassemblies installed

Some "Quarantine" Projects                                                 ...Mark Elder
Had this 1/48 

kit a while, 
intending to 
include in a 

1/48 Luftwaffe 
dio.  Maybe 

mount a Flak-
38 to its flat 
bed?  I have 

the time now.

This Hasegawa 1/48 MC. 
202 has been partially 
done for years.  I have 
decided to restart by 
spraying exterior XF-23 
"Light Blue".  I intend to 
replicate the profile at left 
(Squadron's "Italian 
Aircraft of WWII").

by Pietro Mazzardi

Glued Cab & Bed
Sub-assemblies 

w/Hood, press-fit 
together here. 

I appreciate the 
kit provided thin
decals with "true" 
White color.
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The Frugal Modeler Self-Quarantines (or How To Buy Models and Never 
Leave Home)            ...By Bob Walls the Frugal Modeler
With most stores closed, including hobby stores, it could be a bleak summer for us Modelers if 

this unpleasant Foreign visitor does not leave the country soon.  Unless you are into purchasing 
your kits and supplies from the internet. Many of the �Best� companies are located in Asia and 
Europe but with the current Corona Virus status of many countries, overseas mailings are a 
problem. But there are plenty of mail-order/internet sellers  in the USA to keep your need for 
plastic fulfilled. 
In fact, today my mailbox presented me with two of my  orders. The first one is a set of British 

Decals in 1/144. Hard to fine at a local hobby store, or Squadron or even the �Best� out of country 
stores.  This set was ordered from EBAY.    EBAY is actually one of the largest homes of 
modeling kits and supplies you can find on the internet.  Google EBAY and look at what is out 
there. You have to sign up if you want to buy or sell. You will need PayPal. So sign up for PayPal 
first.  PayPal is owned by EBAY and allows you to buy without handing over all that credit or debit 
card information to some guy  living in his mom�s basement. PayPal  will need your debit card or 
charge card. They are a reputable company and this is no worse than giving Squadron Shoppe or 
Macy�s your card information. There is NO charge to you if you only use PayPal for buying or 
bidding on EBAY. Likewise, EBAY does not charge you anything to bid or buy. You only pay the 
price you agree to plus any taxes and shipping.  Just like you bought from a store mail order. In 18
years and buying  300 items on EBAY, I have been disappointed in two purchases and when I 
contacted the sellers they refunded my money. I have had one seller stiff me and never mailed my 
Sherman kit.  PayPal reimbursed me for my purchase.  And here is the one caveat about using 
EBAY.  If the deal is TOO good to be true, don�t buy or bid. The bad deal I had was for a newly 
released Meng kit selling for $90+ retail, if you could find it. This sale had a price of $39.95 with 
free shipping.  I thought it might be a scam, but was willing to try.  In the end, I got my money 
back. But I knew deep down I probably would have to deal with EBAY and PayPal.  At least I lost 
NO money on a bad deal.
Also, EBAY has stuff you won�t find at hobby stores, most model shows, or flea markets. I collect 

AFV G2 magazines.  I first bought them from Bob�s Hobby and High Command so that tells you 
how long I have been collecting these. I  now  pick up missing copies from EBAY. I just won a bid 
for an issue I don�t have. Total price with shipping and tax was $5.16! 
The decals I received today  from the EBAY seller were perfect, packaged well and shipped fast. 
You can expect that 98.9% of the time.  I can�t speak highly enough for the USA sellers of model 
supplies and kits. To limit your searches, click the US box and you won�t see seller out side the 
USA. One word of advice.   If you are into kinky stuff, you are on your own as EBAY sellers sell 
everything you can imagine or not imagine!  Be careful how your word things. �Hot Tiger Tank� 
might get your stuff you were not expecting!  And I probably would never buy a car on EBAY!
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The Frugal Modeler Self-Quarantines (or How To Buy Models & 
Never Leave Home)    ...By Bob Walls the Frugal 

So, you don't think you are up for the rough and tumble world of EBAY, dealing with that 
unknown seller in South Dakota.  Then try some of the lesser known but good U.S. mail-order 
companies.  My favorite is Lots-of-Models (LOM) located in Wright City, MO.  They sell mostly 
estate kits and a few new releases, kind of like the ODO vendors, but you can�t open the box and 
haggle.  They do a good job of examining the kits and let your know what you are getting.  Along 
with my decals today, I received a 1/144 Revell Tornado kit from LOM that was bagged, not boxed 
but  the picture and description made that clear. At $8.95 it was a good deal, even without a box 
and I was going to use my EBAY decals anyway.  The best part of LOM is that they NEVER 
charge shipping. Two day Priority USPS shipping is free. So I got a $15 kit which would have 
costs another $5-$7 with shipping  from another seller or EBAY for $8.95 plus tax!  Oh, and this 
company always has a 10% off coupon code and this past month had a 15% off code. So the kit 
cost me $7.60 plus tax. If I am  looking for a small item, the free shipping makes LOL my first 
place to shop.
The only issues I have with this company is their website is not as user friendly as I would like for 
searches and if you see something and don�t buy it, it may not be there a week later.  Only their 
new stuff is carried in quanity, all the older or pre-owned kits are pretty much just one and then 
gone.
Go to:  

If you are looking for NEW kits try ScaleHobbyist located in Nashua, NH.  They are a full-service 
Hobby Store and carry a full line of models, paints, after market and tools. Most are in stock or 
take no more than 3 days for them to have them ready to ship. They don�t have the cheapest price 
compared to EBAY, but their prices are discounted and pretty good. If you are looking for newer 
models, this is a good source.  Their web page is: 

A good place to look for models is Free Time Hobby located in Georgia, the state, not the country.  
They carry newer kits and offer sales where 50% off is not unusual. Service is good and I highly 
recommend them. Check out their clearance area.  You can find them at:

I am sure many of you know equally good sellers. Please share this information once we get back 
to meeting monthly.  Until then, enjoy your time at home and good luck hunting down that great 
deal on the model you have always wanted. 

https://lots-of-models.com/

https://www.scalehobbyist.com/

https://freetimehobbies.com/
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